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Abstract. We review some recent results on the structure of
infinite dimensional linear groups satisfying some finiteness condi-
tions on certain families of subgroups. This direction of research is
due to Leonid A. Kurdachenko, who developed the main steps of
the theory jointly with mathematicians from several countries.
Introduction
Let 푉 be a vector space over a field 퐹 . We recall that a linear group 퐺
is a subgroup of the group 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) of all 퐹–automorphisms of 푉 under
composition of maps. The theory of linear groups is one of the topics
which has played a very important role in algebra and other branches
of mathematics. This importance occurs because of the well-known iso-
morphism between the group of all invertible 푛×푛 matrices with entries
in 퐹 , 푛 ∈ ℕ, and linear groups, when 푛 = dim퐹푉 (finite dimensional
linear groups), which gives rise to a rich interplay between geometrical
and algebraic ideas associated with such groups. Indeed the theory is
rich in many interesting and important results (see, for example, [5] and
[36], though the bibliography on the topic is very wide).
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The study of the subgroups of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) in the case when 푉 is infinite
dimensional over 퐹 has been much more limited and normally requires
some additional restrictions. The circumstances here are similar to those
present in the early development of Infinite Group Theory. One approach
there consisted in the application of finiteness conditions to the study of
infinite groups. One such restriction that has enjoyed considerable atten-
tion in linear groups is the notion of a finitary linear group. In the late
1980’s, R.E. Phillips, J.I. Hall and others studied infinite dimensional lin-
ear groups under finiteness conditions, namely finitary linear groups (see
[34, 14, 32, 35, 15, 16])). Here 퐺 is called finitary if, for each element
푔 ∈ 퐺, the subspace 퐶푉 (푔) has finite codimension in 푉 ; the reader is
referred to the above papers to see the type of results that have been ob-
tained. This is a good example of the effectiveness of finiteness conditions
in the study of infinite dimensional linear groups. Actually, a finitary lin-
ear group can be viewed as the linear analogue of an 퐹퐶–group (group
with finite conjugacy classes); this association suggested that it was rea-
sonable to start a systematic investigation of these "infinite dimensional
linear groups" analogous to the fruitful study of finiteness conditions in
infinite group theory.
If 퐺 is a subgroup of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ), then it is clear that 퐺 acts triv-
ially pointwise on the subspace 퐶푉 (퐺), and hence 퐺 properly acts on
the factor-space 푉/퐶푉 (퐺). Leonid Kurdachenko realized this and, trying
to extend the concept of a finitary linear group, defined the central di-
mension of 퐺 as the 퐹–dimension of 푉/퐶푉 (퐺) (denoted by centdim퐹퐺).
Thus 퐺 is finitary if and only if centdim퐹 ⟨푔⟩ is finite for every 푔 ∈ 퐺. At
this point, it is worth remarking that the above notion of central dimen-
sion of a linear group does not define a class of groups, since it heavily
relies in the way in which the linear group 퐺 is embedded in a particular
general linear group. In fact, given an abstract group 퐺, it is easy to
construct embeddings of 퐺 in the same general linear group such that 퐺
has infinite or finite central dimension depending on the embedding.
Example 1. Given a prime 푝, let 퐴 = ⟨푎1⟩ × ⟨푎2⟩ × . . . and 퐵 =
⟨푏1⟩ × ⟨푏2⟩ × . . . be two dos copies of the elementary abelian 푝–group.
Then 퐵 acts as 퐴 as follows:⎧⎨
⎩
푎1 ⋅ 푏푗 = 푎1 푗 ≥ 1
푎푗+1 ⋅ 푏푗 = 푎푗+1푎1 푗 + 1 ≥ 2
푎푘 ⋅ 푏푗 = 푎푘 푘 ∕= 푗 + 1
We think of 퐴 as a vector space 푉 over the prime field 퐹푝 of 푝 elements
and of 퐵 as a subgroup 퐺 of the general linear group 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ). We have
that 퐶푉 (퐺) = ⟨푎1⟩ and hence 퐺 has infinite central dimension.
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Example 2. As above, let 퐴 = ⟨푎1⟩×⟨푎2⟩× . . . and 퐵 = ⟨푏1⟩×⟨푏2⟩× . . .
be copies of the elementary abelian 푝–group. In this case 퐵 acts as 퐴 as
follows: {
푎1 ⋅ 푏푗 = 푎1푎푗+1 푗 ≥ 1
푎푘 ⋅ 푏푗 = 푎푘 푘 ≥ 2, 푗 ≥ 1
As above, we think of 퐴 as a vector space 푉 on 퐹푝 and of 퐵 as a subgroup
퐺 of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ). Since 퐶푉 (퐺) = ⟨푎2⟩ × ⟨푎3⟩ . . . , 퐺 has finite central
dimension.
Consequently, we may not speak of the class of groups of finite central
dimension, and so we are focusing on specific and particular linear groups
that have an structure as abstract groups and not conversely. Even more,
the effect of the embedding can be very different of the idea we can
intuitively think. For example, a finite (linear) group an have infinite
central dimension as the following example shows.
Example 3. Let 퐴 = ⟨푎1⟩ × ⟨푎2⟩ × ⟨푎3⟩ × . . . be an elementary abelian
푝–group, 푝 a prime and 퐺 = ⟨푔⟩ be a cyclic group of order 2. We define
an action of 퐺 on 퐴 as follows:{
푎2푗 ⋅ 푔 = 푎2푗−1 푗 ≥ 1
푎2푗−1 ⋅ 푔 = 푎2푗 푗 ≥ 1
Think of 퐴 as a vector space 푉 over the field 퐹푝 of 푝 elements and of 퐺 as
a subgroup of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹푝). In this example 퐶푉 (퐺) = ⟨푎1푎2⟩× ⟨푎3푎4⟩× . . .
and so 퐺 has infinite central dimension.
Suppose that 퐺 has finite central dimension. If 퐶 = 퐶퐺(퐶푉 (퐺)),
then 퐶 is a normal subgroup of 퐺 and 퐺/퐶 is isomorphic to a subgroup
of 퐺퐿(푛, 퐹 ), where 푛 = centdim퐹퐺. Since 퐶 stabilizes the series
{0} ≤ 퐶푉 (퐺) ≤ 푉,
we have that 퐶 is abelian. Moreover, if the characteristic of 퐹 is zero,
then 퐶 is a torsion-free abelian group, if the characteristic of 퐹 is the
prime 푝, then 퐶 is an elementary abelian 푝–group (see [13, Corollary
to Theorem 3.8] and [12, section 43] for these assertions). Therefore,
the structure of the given group 퐺 can be determined by the structure
of its factor-group 퐺/퐶, which is an ordinary finite dimensional linear
group. In other words, finite dimensional central linear groups behave as
finite dimensional linear groups (or, more precisely, their structure can
be deduced from that ordinary case), so the efforts must be addressed to
infinite dimensional central linear groups.
In the recent years, Leonid Kurdachenko gave rise to a fundamental
idea to study these groups and started an intensive research following it.
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Let ℒ푖푐푑(퐺) be the set of all proper subgroups of 퐺 of infinite central
dimension. In order to study infinite dimensional linear groups 퐺 that
are close to finite dimensional, Kurdachenko suggested to start making
ℒ푖푐푑(퐺) very small in some sense. That is, by imposing some restrictions
to ℒ푖푐푑(퐺). Given the big success that the study of infinite groups with
finiteness conditions had enjoyed, it seemed reasonable to study linear
groups with finiteness conditions in a similar way as the above.
In this paper we shall discuss some alternative approaches to the
study of a infinite dimensional central linear groups, based on the use of
different finiteness conditions, namely the different chain conditions. The
results quoted here present a survey of recent results in this direction of
research. As we mentioned above, this research was developed by Leonid
Kurdachenko and other mathematicians (as the authors of the present
work). We should mention that the next results are only a part of the
work of Kurdachenko in this topic. Actually, he was able to establish
the structure of infinite dimensional linear groups under other finiteness
conditions. For example, in [8, 3, 4, 2], an study of linear groups such
that every ℒ푖푐푑(퐺)–subgroup has a finite (types of) ranks can be found,
while the description of linear groups with boundedly finite 퐺–orbits or
related conditions can be seen in [10, 11, 9].
1. Minimal and maximal conditions on subgroups of infi-
nite central dimension
In the theory of infinite groups with finiteness conditions the first im-
portant problems were concerned with the maximal and minimal con-
ditions, which were first studied in ring and module theory. Soluble
groups with the maximal condition were considered by K.A. Hirsch, and
S.N. Cernikov began the investigation of groups with the minimal condi-
tion. Connected with these problems was the celebrated problem of O.Yu.
Schmidt concerning groups all of whose proper subgroups are finite. The
investigations which resulted from these problems determined the further
development of the theory of groups with finiteness conditions. If 퐺 is a
group and ℳ is a family of subgroups of 퐺, we say that ℳ satisfies the
minimal (respectively the maximal) condition if given a descending chain
(respectively an ascending chain) {퐻푛 ∣ 푛 ∈ ℕ} of subgroups belonging
to ℳ there exists some 푚 ∈ ℕ such that 퐻푛 = 퐻푛+1 for all 푛 ≥ 푚. The
former problems deal with the case when the family ℳ is composed by
all subgroups of 퐺 (퐺 satisfies Min or 퐺 satisfies Max, respectively).
Let 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) be a linear group. We say that 퐺 satisfies the min-
imal condition for subgroups of infinite central dimension, or 퐺 satisfies
Min–icd, if the set ℒ푖푐푑(퐺) satisfies the minimal condition. Similarly, we
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say that 퐺 satisfies the maximal condition for subgroups of infinite central
dimension, or 퐺 satisfies Max–icd, if the set ℒ푖푐푑(퐺) satisfies the maxi-
mal condition. Linear groups satisfying Min–icd were studied by Dixon,
Evans and Kurdachenko in [6], while Kurdachenko and Subbotin gave a
complete description of the structure of linear groups satisfying Max–icd
in [30]. Both conditions above are trivially satisfied if ℒ푖푐푑(퐺) = ∅, the
analogous problem for linear groups of infinite central dimension to O.Yu.
Schmidt’s foundational problem of Infinite Group Theory.
Theorem 1 ([6]). Suppose that 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) is a (locally soluble)–by–
finite subgroup of infinite central dimension whose proper subgroups have
finite central dimension. Then 퐺 ∼= 퐶푝∞ , where 푝 ∕=char 퐹 .
The next results connect linear groups satisfying Min–icd or Max–icd,
finitary linear groups and soluble groups.
Proposition 1 ([6, 30]). Suppose 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) and centdim퐹퐺 infinite.
∙ If 퐺 satisfies Min–icd, then 퐺 is finitary or 퐺 satisfies Min.
∙ If 퐺 satisfies Max–icd, then 퐺 is finitary or 퐺 is finitely generated.
Proposition 2 ([6]). Let 퐺 be a subgroup of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) satisfying Min–
icd,
∙ If 퐺 is locally soluble, then 퐺 is soluble.
∙ If 퐺 is locally finite, then 퐺 is soluble–by–finite.
The structure of virtually soluble linear groups with Min–icd is the
main result of [6] (and extends a finite dimensional result of Malcev).
Theorem 2. [6] Let 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) be a (locally soluble)–by–finite sub-
group. Suppose that 퐺 has infinite central dimension and satisfies Min–
icd. If 퐺 is not Chernikov, then char 퐹 = 푝 > 0 and 퐺 has a normal
series 퐻 ≤ 퐷 ≤ 퐺 such that:
(a) 퐺/퐷 is finite and 퐷 = 퐻 ⋋ 푄 where 푄 is a non-trivial divisible
Chernikov 푝′–subgroup of infinite central dimension;
(b) 퐻 is a nilpotent bounded 푝–subgroup of finite central dimension sat-
isfying the minimal condition on 푄–invariant subgroups.
In particular, 퐺 is nilpotent–by–abelian–by–finite satisfying Min–n, the
minimal condition on normal subgroups.
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The description of linear groups with Max–icd is more complicated
than the above. We mention here a weak version of the structure theo-
rems, and refer to [30] for a detailed version.
The case when 퐺 is infinitely generated (퐺 not finitely generated) is
studied first. In this case, 퐺 is finitary by Proposition 1.
Theorem 3 ([30]). Suppose that 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) is soluble, has infinite
central dimension and satisfies Max–icd. If 퐺/퐺′ is infinitely generated,
then 퐺 has a normal series 1 ≤ 퐻 ≤ 푁 ≤ 퐿 ≤ 퐺 such that
(1) 퐿 has finite index and infinite central dimension;
(2) 퐿/퐻 is abelian such that 푁/퐻 is finitely generated, centdim퐹푁 is
finite and 퐿/푁 ∼= 퐶푞∞ where 푞 ∕= char 퐹 .
(3) 퐻 is torsion-free nilpotent when char 퐹 = 0 and 퐻 is nilpotent
bounded 푝–subgroup when char 퐹 = 푝 > 0.
In particular, 퐺 is nilpotent–by–abelian–by–finite.
Theorem 4 ([30]). Suppose that 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) is soluble, has infinite
central dimension and satisfies Max–icd. If 퐺 is infinitely generated, then
퐺 has a normal subgroup 푆 of infinite central dimension such that 퐺/푆
is finitely generated abelian–by–finite and 푆/푆′ is infinitely generated.
Note that Theorem 3 can be applied to find out the structure of 푆.
We need the following notion. Let 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ). Then
퐹퐷(퐺) = {푥 ∈ 퐺 ∣ ⟨푥⟩ has finite central dimension}
is a normal subgroup of 퐺 ([6]), called the finitary radical of 퐺.
We quote now the results for finitely generated groups.
Theorem 5 ([30]). Suppose that 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) is finitely generated
soluble, has infinite central dimension and satisfies Max–icd. If the central
dimension of 퐹퐷(퐺) is finite, then 퐺 has a nilpotent normal subgroup
푈 ≤ 퐹퐷(퐺) of finite central dimension such that
(1) 퐺/푈 is polycyclic;
(2) 푈 is torsion-free when char 퐹 = 0; and 푈 is a bounded 푝–group
when char 퐹 = 푝 > 0.
(3) 푈 satisfies Max–⟨푔⟩ for every 푔 ∈ 퐺 ∖ 퐹퐷(퐺).
In particular, 퐺 is nilpotent–by–polycyclic.
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Theorem 6 ([30]). Suppose that 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) is finitely generated
soluble, has infinite central dimension and satisfies Max–icd. If the central
dimension of 퐹퐷(퐺) is infinite, then 퐺 has a normal subgroup 퐿 ≤
퐹퐷(퐺) of infinite central dimension such that
(1) 퐺/퐿 is abelian–by–finite and 퐿/퐿′ is infinitely generated;
(2) 퐿 satisfies Max–⟨푔⟩ for every 푔 ∈ 퐺 ∖ 퐹퐷(퐺).
The complete structure of 퐺 is obtained applying Theorem 3 to 퐿.
2. Weak minimal and weak maximal conditions on infinite
central dimensional subgroups
The weak minimal and weak maximal conditions, introduced simulta-
neously in 1968 by R. Baer [1] and D. I. Zaitsev [37], are the natural
generalization of the ordinary minimal and maximal conditions. Let 퐺
be a group and letℳ be a family of subgroups of 퐺. We say thatℳ sat-
isfies the weak minimal (respectively the weak maximal) condition if given
a descending chain (respectively an ascending chain) {퐻푛 ∣ 푛 ∈ ℕ} ofℳ–
subgroups, there exists some 푚 ∈ ℕ such that the indices ∣퐻푛 : 퐻푛+1∣
(respectively ∣퐻푛+1 : 퐻푛∣) are finite for all 푛 ≥ 푚. Groups with the
weak minimal and maximal conditions for several families of subgroups
have been studied in many instances. For example, the weak chain con-
ditions on normal subgroups ([19, 21, 22]), subnormal subgroups ([20]),
non-normal subgroups ([23]) and non-subnormal subgroups ([28, 29]). See
also [31, Section 5.1] and [17] to obtain more information on this topic.
We say that a group 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) satisfies the weak minimal (re-
spectively maximal) condition for subgroups of infinite central dimension
(or briefly Wmin–icd (respectively Wmax–icd)) if ℒ푖푐푑(퐺) satisfies the
weak minimal (respectively maximal) condition. Periodic linear groups
satisfying the conditions Wmin–icd and Wmax–icd were characterized by
the authors of this paper in [33]. We first mention an extension of a
well-known Zassehhaus’ result of finite dimensional linear groups.
Proposition 3 ([33]). Let 퐺 be a periodic subgroup of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) satisfy-
ing either Wmin–icd or Wmax–icd. Then
∙ If 퐺 is locally finite, then 퐺 is finitary or 퐺 is Chernikov.
∙ If 퐺 is locally soluble, then 퐺 is soluble.
In particular, periodic non-Chernikov locally soluble linear groups satis-
fying Wmin–icd or Wmax–icd are soluble finitary linear groups.
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The main result of [33] is the following theorem.
Theorem 7 ([33]). Let 퐺 be a periodic locally soluble subgroup of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 )
of infinite central dimension satisfying either Wmin–icd or Wmax–icd.
The following hold:
(1) If char 퐹 = 0, then 퐺 is Chernikov; and
(2) If char 퐹 = 푝 > 0, then either 퐺 is Chernikov or 퐺 has a series of
normal subgroups 퐻 ≤ 퐷 ≤ 퐺 satisfying the following conditions:
(2a) 퐻 is a nilpotent bounded 푝–subgroup whose central dimension
is finite;
(2b) 퐷 has finite index and it is a semidirect product 퐷 = 퐻 ⋋
푄, where 푄 is a Chernikov divisible 푝′–group whose central
dimension is infinite; and
(2c) if 퐾 is a Pru¨fer 푞–subgroup of 푄 and centdim퐹퐾 is finite,
then 퐻 has a finite 퐾–composition series.
From this and Theorem 2, we deduce the following consequences.
Corollary 1 ([33]). Let 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) be a periodic locally soluble linear
group of infinite central dimension. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
(1) 퐺 satisfies Wmin–icd,
(2) 퐺 satisfies Wmax–icd,
(3) 퐺 satisfies Min–icd.
Moreover, when 퐺 is a periodic locally nilpotent group and one of these
conditions holds then 퐺 is Chernikov.
Corollary 2 ([33]). Let 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) be a periodic locally soluble lin-
ear group of infinite central dimension. If 퐺 satisfies Max–icd, then 퐺
satisfies Min–icd.
For non-periodic groups the situation is more complicated. Locally
nilpotent linear groups satisfying Wmin–icd and Wmax–icd were studied
in [25] and [27]. The next result shows that for nilpotent linear groups
the weak chain conditions on subgroups of infinite central dimensional
and the weak chain conditions on subgroups are equivalent.
Theorem 8 ([25]). Let 퐺 be a nilpotent subgroup of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) of infinite
central dimension satisfying either Wmin–icd or Wmax–icd. Then 퐺 is
minimax.
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Other results of [25] were deduced in characteristic prime only. In the
next result, 푡(퐺) is the torsion subgroup of the locally nilpotent group 퐺,
퐺픉 the finite residual of 퐺 (the intersection of all subgroups of 퐺 of finite
index), and 퐺픑 the nilpotent residual of 퐺 (the intersection of all normal
subgroups 퐻 of 퐺 such that 퐺/퐻 is nilpotent).
Theorem 9 ([25]). Let 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) be a locally nilpotent linear group
of infinite central dimension satisfying either Wmin–icd or Wmax–icd.
Suppose that char 퐹 = 푝 > 0. Then
∙ 퐺/푡(퐺) is minimax
∙ 퐺/퐺픉 is nilpotent and minimax
∙ 퐺/퐺픑 is minimax
In particular, if 푡(퐺) has infinite central dimension, then 퐺 is minimax.
If 퐺 satisfies the weak minimal condition something more can be said.
Theorem 10 ([27]). Let 퐺 be a subgroup of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) of infinite central
dimension satisfying Wmin–icd.
(i) If 퐺 is locally nilpotent, then 퐺 is either minimax or finitary.
(ii) If 퐺 is hypercentral and char 퐹 = 푝 > 0, then 퐺 is minimax.
Similar results for the condition Wmax–icd are false. Indeed in [27,
Section 4], an example of a hypercentral linear group satisfying Wmax–
icd, which is neither minimax nor finitary was constructed.
In [26], soluble linear groups satisfying Wmin–icd or Wmax–icd were
studied. The main result of that paper shows that their structure is
rather like the structure of finite dimensional soluble groups. Recall that
푥 ∈ 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) is unipotent if there exists some 푛 ∈ ℕ such that
푉 (푥 − 1)푛 = 0. A subgroup 퐻 of 퐺 is called unipotent if every element
of 퐻 is unipotent and boundedly unipotent if 푛 is independent of 푥.
Theorem 11 ([26]). Let 퐺 be a soluble subgroup of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) of infinite
central dimension satisfying Wmin–icd or Wmax–icd. Then either 퐺 is
minimax or 퐺 satisfies the following conditions:
(i) 퐺 has a normal boundedly unipotent subgroup 퐿 of finite central
dimension such that 퐺/퐿 is minimax;
(ii) 퐿 is a torsion-free nilpotent subgroup when char 퐹 = 0;
(iii) 퐿 is a bounded nilpotent 푝–subgroup when char 퐹 = 푝 > 0.
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As in the locally nilpotent case we have
Theorem 12 ([26]). If 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) is soluble, has infinite central
dimensional and satisfies Wmin–icd, then 퐺 is either minimax or finitary.
We mention that non-minimax soluble finitary linear groups satisfying
Min–icd (hence Wmin–icd) can be constructed ([6, Section 5]). Also, it
is easy to construct non-finitary minimax soluble linear groups. On the
other hand, analogous results to above for the weak maximal condition
are not true. In fact, the example mentioned above ([27, Section 4]) is a
metabelian linear group satisfying Wmax–icd which is neither minimax
nor finitary. Summing up, our next result states the equivalence of weak
chain conditions in linear groups as the last result of this section.
Corollary 3. Let 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ). If centdim퐹퐺 is infinite and 퐺 is
∙ either locally nilpotent non-finitary; or
∙ soluble non-finitary; or
∙ hypercentral and char 퐹 = 푝 > 0.
Then the following statements are equivalent
∙ 퐺 satisfies Wmin–icd,
∙ 퐺 satisfies Wmin,
∙ 퐺 satisfies Wmax,
∙ 퐺 is minimax
Moreover, if 퐺 is nilpotent, then the conditions are also equivalent to the
weak maximal condition on subgroups of infinite central dimension.
3. Augmentation dimension: antifinitary linear groups
If 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ), 퐺 cts trivially on 푉/푉 (휔퐹퐺), and hence 퐺 properly
acts on the subspace 푉 (휔퐹퐺). As in [7], the augmentation dimension
of 퐺 is defined to be the 퐹–dimension of 푉 (휔퐹퐺) and is denoted by
augdim퐹퐺. The study of finite augmentation dimensional linear groups
can be reduced to the study of finite dimensional linear groups, just as
it happens for finite central dimensional linear groups. Once more, this
concept was introduced by Kurdachenko, when considering linear groups
whose infinite augmentation dimensional subgroups satisfy the minimal
condition ([7]). Later on, linear groups with some rank restrictions on
the same subgroups were studied ([4, 2]).
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Though the concept of augmentation dimension resembles to be op-
posite of the concept of central dimension, there is an apparently strong
relationship between them. In fact dim퐹푉/퐶푉 (푔)) = dim퐹푉 (푔 − 1) for
푔 ∈ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ). More generally, if 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) is finitely generated,
then it is easy to see that the finiteness of one of the dimensions implies
the finiteness of the other. However, in the general case, this does not
hold as the following specific examples show.
Example 4. Let 푉 and 퐺 as in Example 1. Since 퐶푉 (퐺) = ⟨푎1⟩ =
푉 (휔(퐹푝퐺)), we have that 퐺 has infinite central dimension and finite
augmentation dimension.
Example 5. Now, let 푉 and 퐺 as in Example 2. In this case 퐶푉 (퐺) =
⟨푎2⟩ × ⟨푎3⟩× = 푉 (휔퐹푝퐺), and so 퐺 has finite central dimension and
infinite augmentation dimension.
In [18], some conditions over 퐺 such that the finiteness of centdim퐹퐺
implies the finiteness of augdim퐹퐺 are established. Given a prime 푝, it
is said that an abstract group 퐺 has finite factor 푝-rank 푟 (respectively,
finite factor 0-rank 푟) if whenever 푈 and 푉 are normal subgroups of 퐺
such that 푉/푈 is an abelian 푝-group (respectively, torsion-free abelian)
and 퐻 is an intermediate subgroup 푈 ≤ 퐻 ≤ 푉 such that 퐻/푈 is finitely
generated, then the minimal number of elements required to generated
퐻/푈 is less or equal to 푟, and 푟 is the least such integer with this property.
Theorem 13 ([18]). Let 퐺 be a locally soluble subgroup of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 )
such that char 퐹 = 푝 ≥ 0. Suppose that 퐺 has finite factor 푝–rank. If
centdim퐹퐺 is finite, then so is augdim퐹퐺.
Theorem 14 ([18]). Let 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) be periodic and let char 퐹 = 푝 >
0. Suppose that 퐺 has an ascending series of normal subgroups such that
every factor is either a 푝–group or a 푝′–group, and there is an integer 푟
such that every finitely generated 푝–subgroup of 퐺 can be generated by 푟
elements. If centdim퐹퐺 is finite, then so is augdim퐹퐺.
As we mentioned above, finitary linear groups can be defined as those
linear groups whose finitely generated subgroups have finite augmentation
dimension. Therefore the following linear groups are in the antipodes
of finitary linear groups. We say that a group 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) is an
antifinitary linear group if each proper infinitely generated subgroup of 퐺
has finite augmentation dimension. These groups were carefully studied
in [24]. We remark that the study has to be focused on non-finitary
antifinitary linear groups because of the next result.
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Theorem 15 ([7]). Let 퐺 be a (locally soluble)–by–finite linear group
of infinite augmentation dimension such that every proper subgroup has
finite augmentation dimension. Then 퐺 ∼= 퐶푝∞ where 푝 ∕=char 퐹 .
In particular, this happens if 퐺 is (locally soluble)–by–finite finitary
and antifinitary linear group of infinite central dimension. For ℒ푖푎푐(퐺) =
∅ and it suffices to apply Theorem 15. Another interesting result about
locally finite antifinitary linear groups is the following
Proposition 4 ([24]). Let 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) be a locally finite antifinitary
linear group. If 퐺 is not finitary, then 퐺 is Chernikov.
The study of antifinitary linear groups splits in a natural way in two
cases depending on whether or not the group considered is finitely gener-
ated. We recall that a group 퐺 is said to be generalized radical if 퐺 has
an ascending series whose factors are locally nilpotent or locally finite.
For infinitely generated groups, we were able to establish that
Proposition 5 ([24]). Let 퐺 ≤ 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) be an infinitely generated locally
generalized radical antifinitary linear group. If 퐺 is not finitary, then 퐺
is locally finite.
Thus, Proposition 4 and Proposition 5 at once give that an infinitely
generated antifinitary linear group 퐺 that is locally generalized radical is
Chernikov. Even more, we have the following detailed description.
Theorem 16 ([24]). Let 퐺 be an infinitely generated locally generalized
radical antifinitary subgroup of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ) such that 퐺 ∕= 퐹퐷(퐺).
(1) If 퐺/퐹퐷(퐺) is infinitely generated, then 퐺 is a Pru¨fer 푝–group for
some prime 푝.
(2) If 퐺/퐹퐷(퐺) is finitely generated, then 퐺 = 퐾⟨푔⟩ satisfying the
following conditions:
(2a) 퐾 is a divisible abelian Chernikov normal 푞–subgroup of 퐺, for
some prime 푞
(2b) 푔 is a 푝–element, where 푝 is a prime such that 푝 = ∣퐺/퐹퐷(퐺)∣;
(2c) 퐾 is 퐺–divisibly irreducible, i.e. 퐾 has no proper 퐺–invariant
subgroups;
(2d) if 푞 = 푝, then 퐾 has finite special rank equal to 푝푚−1(푝 − 1)
where 푝푚 = ∣⟨푔⟩/퐶⟨푔⟩(퐾)∣ ; and
(2e) if 푞 ∕= 푝, then 퐾 has finite special rank 표(푞, 푝푚) where as above
푝푚 = ∣⟨푔⟩/퐶⟨푔⟩(퐾)∣ and 표(푞, 푝
푚) is the order of 푞 modulo 푝푚.
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On the other hand, finitely generated antifinitary linear groups can
be characterized as follows.
Theorem 17 ([24]). Let 퐺 be a finitely generated radical antifinitary
subgroup of 퐺퐿(푉, 퐹 ). If 퐺 has infinite augmentation dimension, then
the following conditions holds:
(1) augdim퐹퐹퐷(퐺) is finite;
(2) 퐺 has a normal subgroup 푈 such that 퐺/푈 is polycyclic;
(3) 푈 is boundedly unipotent and, in particular, 푈 is nilpotent;
(4) 푈 is torsion-free if char 퐹 = 0 and is a bounded 푝–subgroup if char
퐹 = 푝 > 0; and
(5) if
⟨1⟩ = 푍0 ≤ 푍1 ≤ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≤ 푍푚 = 푈
is an upper central series of 푈 , then 푍1/푍0, ..., 푍푚/푍푚−1 are
finitely generated ℤ⟨푔⟩–modules for each element 푔 ∈ 퐺 ∖ 퐹퐷(퐺).
In particular 푈 satisfies the maximal condition on ⟨푔⟩–invariant
subgroups (Max–⟨푔⟩) for every 푔 ∈ 퐺 ∖ 퐹퐷(퐺).
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